
Kindergarten Art Print	


Sunflowers - by Vincent Van Gogh	
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Bedroom at Arles - by Vincent Van Gogh (for comparison)	
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Self Portrait - by Vincent Van Gogh (for comparison)	
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http://www.vangoghmuseum.com/bedroomsecrets
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COLOR WHEEL  

http://www.finearttips.com/2009/08/use-the-hidden-meaning-of-color-in-your-art/


Discussion Points:	


Introduce what “Art Print” is – we’ll look carefully at works of art; I’ll ask you some 
questions about what you see and think about the art (color, lines, shapes, feelings, story, 
etc.); there are no right/wrong answers; raise hands; let me know if you can’t see well	


Prints vs. Real Art 
How is the print different than the real work of art? (Texture, material, size, etc.)  Let 
children see and touch a real canvas, paint in tubes 	


Content 
What do you see in this picture? Is there anything happening? Flowers in various stages 
of blooming (how many?); a pot; some lines  
How would it feel if you touched the subject?	


Color  
What colors do you see? *introduce the color wheel	


How do the colors make you feel?  
*What colors make you feel warm? Where are the warm colors in the painting? *What 
colors feel cool? Where are the cool colors in the painting?  
*What colors would you use to represent (happiness, sadness, anger, fear, calm....)?	


Do you have (a) favorite color(s)? What color is your room?  
Do you think this is the ‘real color’ of the flowers Van Gogh painted? (if not, why?) What 
warm/cool colors do you see in this room (the classroom)?	


Line 
Do you see any lines in the picture? What types of lines? What types of lines are on the 
pot? Why did the artist paint a horizontal line across the picture?  
Also talked about the lines on the pot (artist’s name – they liked guessing why there was 
a word on the pot and came up with the right answer eventually)	


Shape 
What shapes do you see? Where?  
What do you see in the center of the flowers? (Seeds – how can you tell they are seeds?) 	
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Interpretation  
How do you think the artist felt when he made this?  
How do you feel when you look at this picture?  Why?  
Why do you think the artist painted this?	


What would you have named this if you had made it yourself?  
Is it true to life? How real has the artist made things look?  
Have you ever seen flowers like this before? Where? What kind of flowers are they? 
What is the pot made of? Why are the flowers in a pot?  
Are there any clues about....how fresh the flowers are, who the artist is, where/when the 
artist lived, etc.?  
Does anything in the picture remind you of something in your own life?  
How is this painting similar/different than the others that he painted? (Van Gogh’s self-
portrait, Bedroom at Arles?) They enjoyed seeing the other Van Gogh works, talking 
about how he felt.	
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PROJECT IDEAS:	


1. Create “tissue-paper” sunflowers (see example in lesson folder):	


Materials - green, yellow and orange tissue paper to create the stems, leaves and 
flower petals; sunflower seeds for the middle of the flower; different-colored 
construction paper to cut out “vases”; 8 1/2 x 11 white paper; glue and scissors;	


Steps - have the kids cut out “vases” from the construction paper (to make this 
easier and quicker, you could pre-cut vases for them to use and glue on; or they 
could simply draw and color a vase with crayons); then they will cut and glue 
green tissue-paper to make the stems/leaves coming out of the vase; then yellow/
orange tissue to glue on flowers (show them how to crumple the paper to make 
shapes and 3D effects); then glue sunflower seeds into the middle of each flower; 
remind them to “sign” their creation.	


2. Draw imaginary flowers and color with crayons with beautiful colors or have students 
sketch large flowers from potted plants or vases of flowers that you bring in.onver	


3. Write poems or words about the Sunflowers or Harvest as a group.	



